In Forum...
Spartan softball
team splits
doubleheader
with
Long Beach
State.

Sharks
give San Jose
a needed
sense
of identity.

See story on page 7.

See column on page 2.
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Reed magazine
may lose funds
Campus publication in jeopardy
By Kevin Moore
Spartan Daily Copy Editor

Singer Sista Monica, center, comes down off the stage to sing and
dance with the crowd including SJSU alumni Joe Vance, left, and

Susan Worth during the Fountain Blues Festival Sunday. Vance has
been a regular festival attendee for years.

Blues fest
showcases
local talent
Roy Rogers, Zakiy a Hooker
headline annual outdoor show
By Dhyana Wood
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Roy Rogers treated San Jose State to a
virtuoso display of intricate fret work and
slide-guitar innovation Sunday at the 14th
Annual Fountain Blues Festival.
The morning was overcast and people
were slow to arrive. The locally popular
band WHAT. warmed up the
crowd with their mixture of blues
and rock musicianship.
The lawn was only half-full
when the Johnny Nocturne Band
began their set. The band featured the powerful vocals of Brenda Boykin.
The Johnny Nocturne Band is
known for its superb saxophone and horn
section. Sunday also featured surprisingly
strong solos by the keyboardist, Henry
Solvia.

One of the oldest continuously published student literary
magazines in the West, "Reed", is
perceived as being in dire straits
and in immediate danger of
extinction.
"Reed may not be after this
issue," said Max Gordon,
’Reed’s" managing editor. "As
yet, we haven’t got this issue published."
Part of the impression is
caused by the fact that "Reed"
is going to press later this
year than in recent years. This
is largely because "Reed" is
no longer offered as a class
and meetings of the staff
have become irregularly scheduled.
According to Samuel Maio,
coordinator of the creative
writing program, "Reed" is in a
state of transition. Currently
publishing its 48th annual issue,
Reed" was published by student

volunteers before it ever became
a class.
According to Maio, "Reed"
was only offered as a class for
about 10 years, before it fell prey
to budget cuts.
"Each program had to come
up with something expendable,"
Maio said. "We had to give up
something for this down-sizing
which the dean called ’right
"
"We don’t offer it as a class,
but what we’ve done is that it’s
now part of the duties of the creative writing coordinator, and
that’s me," Maio said.
Another reason "Reed" has
not yet gone to press, according
to Maio, is that no bids have
been received from any of the
prospective printers yet
Because "Reed" is produced
through the creative writing
department, it is classed as a government publication and must
See REED. page 3

White enrollment
declining at SJSU
Minority enrollment increases
By Thomas Zizzo and
Gerald Woodall

DEANNA A. HORVATHsPARTAN 1)511

Danny Bittker practices his saxophone before his performance with
the Johnny Nocturne Band.

Solvia’s superb keyboards and Boykin’s
vocals combined to form a strong counterpoint to the horn section.
outside the
"John encourages me to
traditional limits, said Salm. "We like to
take chances with our music. Post World
War II jump blues is the band’s style, but
the band members also lean toward
bebop, jazz and rock and roll."
By the time Sista Monica hit
the stage at 2:20 p.m., the lawn
was packed. Sista Monica has
been burning up the blues
scene in Santa Cruz for the last
three years, playing to sell-out
crowds at the Catalyst
This was her first appearmice at the Fountain Blues Festival. Again and again people said how
impressed they were with her.
"Sista Monica was very, very good
dynamite," said concert-goer Joe Vance,

go

who graduated from SJSU 14 years ago.
Vance has been a regular attendee at SJSU
Fountain Blues Festivals.
The sun broke through when Zakiya
Hooker, the daughter of blues legend John
Lee Hooker, came on stage. Zakiya Hooker is new to the music scene. She performed for the first time in 1991 at age 43.
Hooker views herself as an eclectic blues
musician. She performs with Oza, her
back-up band. This is her second year at
the Fountain Blues Festival, and her stage
presence has noticeably increased during
the last year. She does not view herself as a
traditional blues musician.
"There are very few traditional blues
musicians. My father is very traditional.
Howling Wolf, Muddy Waters, those are
the traditional blues artists," Hooker said.
"1 want to get past ’Zakiya Hooker, the

undergraduate studies, thinks
one reason why more white students aren’t going to college is
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
because they may not see any
Since 1990, the number of real payoff for a college educawhite students at SJSU has tion. He said going to college
dropped from 53 to 43 percent means making a sacrifice of
At the same time, the number of work hours and time for a social
minority students has increased life. Lou said minorities may be
from 38 percent in 1990 to 45 in more willing to make these sacri1994.
fices because they
Total Asian and His.
haven’t always had the
enrollment have
opportunities to go to
had the most prominent
college.
111111
increases. Both have
According to Ed
III
jumped by 20 percent in
Chambers, associate
the past four years. Viet- IIMINIIII executive vice president for admissions
namese student Danny
Phan said, culturally.
and records, SJSU has
Asians see education as
emphasized
the
more valuable than white people recruiting of minority and
do.
underrepresented students in
"Asians view education as a compliance with educational
privilege, not a right," said Phan, equity efforts.
a senior business major.
Raymond Lou, director of
See STUDENTS. page to
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See BLUES, page 8

Mountaineering Club provides members
opportunity to climb rocks and network
Weekly boulder-climbing trips scheduled over summer vacation
By Kevin Moore
Spartan Daily Copy Editor

Clinging to a cliff side with
only a millimeter of fingernail
preventing a long fall isn t most
people’s idea of a good time, but
for members of the Mountaineering Club, it’s a relaxing
afternoon.
"Climbing isn’t our main goal,
but since we have the resources,
people are interested," said club
vice president Eric Evans. "We’re
so close to Castle Rock, the Pinnacles ... Yosemite’s three hours
away."
According to club president,
John Crus, the club’s purpose is
to provide an opportunity for
climbers, backpackers and others
interested in outdoors activities
to network.

"In the past, the people we
had in the club were strict beginners," Crus said.
He would like to see more
get
people
accomplished
involved, especially
people with organizational skills.
The club is Cuts’
brainchild. It was his
drive that initiated
the club two years ago
and eventually led to
official recognition by
the Associated Students. In past semesters, there
has been a problem with getting
people actively involved.
’There were maybe five people who would actually show tip
(to club meetings)," Crus said.
The club is open to activities

beyond those strictly defined as
mountaineering. The club has
access to kayaks. Crus said if
enough people were interested,
a white-water kayaking trip could
be organized.
Beyond
taking
trips, the club is trying to raise funds to
purchase gear. Crus is
concerned beginners
may be unwilling to
pay more than $500
on ( limbing gear to
participate in club
activities.
While advanced climbers have
been in short supply, teaching
beginners is still a high priority.
The dub has plans to build a
climbing wall on campus.
A climbing wall is a plywood

construction to which small,
irregularly shaped knobs are
bolted to simulate a rock face.
Climbing walls provide not only
a relatively safe place for beginners to learn, but a nearby location for more accomplished
climbers to practice.
"We had approval (to build a
wall) a couple semesters ago, but
someone ripped-( a all the maid,
so it fell through," Evans said.
The Mountaineering Club will
be organizing activities and trips
over the summer. One activity
that is already underway is a
weekly boulder-climbing trip on
Thursdays to Mazzoncs, which is
posted private property in South
San Jose that has been used by
climbers for years, according to
Crus.
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Mountaineering class member Matthew Console rests near the
top of Castle Peak near Tahoe Saturday during a seven-mile hike
through snow, high winds and a 2,000-foot ascent.
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Letters to the Editor

Abortion bill in
hands of Clinton
is slowly waking up and beginning to face reality: a woman’s
reality.With their final approval Thursday of a bill designed to combat violence and
harassment at abortion clinics, they have provided abortion-rights advocates a significant legislative victory
It now lies in the hands of President Clinton, a
president who swore throughout his campaign to
uphold a woman’s right to a safe, legal abortion.
Unfortunately, in recent years that right has been
harassed by pro-lifers insistent on blocking access
to clinics and barring women from their legal
right.
The 69-30 approval from the Senate is the first
step on a long ladder women have been climbing
toward gender equality Known as the Freedom of
Access to Clinic Entrances Act, the bill would
make it a federal crime to physically block
entrance to abortion clinics, threaten, harm or
damage property of patients and staff.
There is already a state law that outlaws violent
attacks, but it has failed to deter the violent radical anti-abortion groups. Proponents of this bill
have already voiced their apathy toward stricter
punishment.
As the Rev. Flip Benham, director of Operation Rescue national, has already stated, "The
only thing that has changed is that the cost is
going way up. We’ll be arrested, we’ll be federal
felons, we’ll lose our right to vote ... Even though
they put us in jail, chain us to a wall, we will not
stop ... The message will never die."
The opposition may never die, but at least the
government is taking preventive measures. The
anti-abortion activists are hypocritical in their
extremes. They claim their mission is to speak for
the unborn child and protect its rights, but what
about the rights of the mother?
Through their violent actions, people like Benham are not only going against the law, but they
are going against the very morals they swore to
protect.
America has a great law known as the First
Amendment, allowing individuals to speak their
minds on any topic they choose to, including
abortion. Yet, there is no law allowing them to
freely harass women and prevent them from
accessing what is in their right.
Roe Vs. Wade allowed all women the right to
choose and that is a right that no group or individual should even attempt to take away.
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Sharks put San Jose on map
diverse population

The
of San Jose finally has

something to tie it
together. A new arena has
brought the city a team it can
call its own.
Three years ago hockey was
foreign, a sport played in other
areas, not Northern California.
The Bay Area had the San Francisco Giants and the 49ers. Baseball and football were a common topic of conversation. But
was hockey ever mentioned?
Never.
I didn’t realize hockey was
still played until I was nine.
Then it was someone else’s
sport. Nobody I knew played or
watched hockey.
As a whole, people who grew
up in Northern California could
care less about the sport. San
Jose was no different.
But San Jose needed a sports
team. We wanted a team. We
deserved one. Lesser cities have
sports teams. Would Green Bay
ever have been on the map
without the Packers? Not in our
minds.
San Jose has always struggled
for recognition. San Jose has no

DHYANA WOOD
Writer’s Forum
skyline of which to boast. Santa
Clara, or ’The Bay Area", gets
credit for being the Silicon Valley. But what is San Jose known
for? Missions? Missions simply
don’t do the trick.
Close to a million people
who live in and around San Jose
have had little to rally around.
Our diverse community has had
no glue. The Sharks have
changed that
Hockey would not have been
my sport of choice, but I was
excited when The Sharks came
to town. I didn’t care how much
it cost how could a popular
sports team not help a community?
So I became a Sharks fan. I
started watching games. Even in
the beginning, when the Sharks

were struggling, I was supportive. We were young and new; we
were the underdog. People
respected that I respected that
The Sharks were our team.
This year, all of a sudden, the
Sharks grew up. Magic happened. }lard work, team spirit, a
goalie named Irbe and a great
combination of veterans and
promising rookies worked
together to turn the Sharks into
playoff contenders.
They may not have made it to
the final round of the Stanley
Cup, but who dreamed they
would even make it to the playoffs? Who dreamed they would
beat the Red Wings? Who
dreamed they would make it to
game seven against Toronto?
The San Jose fans dreamed it.
And it happened.
The Sharks have finished
their season. They didn’t quite
go all the way. But they came
close. San Jose has been bel :nd
them from the start. And what a
year we’ll have next year.
Dhyana Wood is aDaily staffwritec

Highway 17 bus meets student needs
late-night service.
F.ditor:
ject being implemented.
Due to an overall 5 percent
Because of this, a decision
The front-page feature on
the Thursday, May 12th issue of decrease in the budget for has been made to extend the
the DAILY on the Highway 17 SCMTD and a 10 percent cut in pilot project for the Fall 1994
Express Expansion Project (late SCCTA’s budget, SJSU agreed semester. If ridership figures
night buses serving SJSU stu- to subsidize the service, as it increase as expected, a more
dents) contained serious inaccu- would primarily serve its stu- permanent contract may result
The late-night trips will coinracies. While Kyle Preston Regis- dents. This was to be a pilot proter reported some of the facts, ject only, with an evaluation to cide with SJSU’s schedule and
the single most important point either continue or discontinue will not include Friday evenings,
of the article was erroneous. service in mid-semester of as there are no night classes.
This will result in a 20 percent
The headline should not have Spring 1994.
read, "Santa Cruz Express to
That evaluation meeting took savings to SJSU. The Highway
End Night Service," but rather place on April 27, 1994, at 17 Express bus service was not
should have stated, "Santa Cruz which time it was decided to included in the TAP program
Express to CONTINUE Night extend the pilot project for recently passed by SJSU stuService." The pilot project is not another semester, since rider- dents, and monthly passes are
ending; it is being extended. ship was not as high as had pre- sold at the Associated Students
The buses will not "roll to a viously been expected, and was Business Office at the Student
halt," but will remain serving probably due to very little adver- ’Union for $55 until July. They
night students of San Jose State tising.
will be sold at the Event Center
(Five ads were taken out in thereafter. Day passes are sold
for Fall 1994 semester.
Last fall, Rod Diridon, Chair SPARTAN DAILY last semester, on the bus for $4.50, which also
of both the Santa Clara County donated by West Valley Charter, allow the rider to unlimited use
Transit District and of the Board the contract agency for the of all Santa Clara Transit serof Supervisors of Santa Clara Express service; and by AlTrans, vices (both buses and light rail).
County, recognized a great need Alternative Transportation SysThe Highway 17 Express
for SJSU students who were tems at SJSU.)
Expansion Project represents a
being underserved by the existRidership figures are increas- united effort of both County
ing intercounty system. At ing monthly, which is encouragl agencies and San Jose State UniSupervisor Diridon’s request, an ing, with a slight decrease in versity, to adequately address the
agreement was reached between March due to Spring Break.
needs of its commuter students.
SJSU’s Department of Traffic &
Total ridership for the month Its support should be applaudParking, Santa Cruz Metropoli- of April was 357 for both trips ed, not minimized, by the Daily.
tan Transit District (SCMTD) combined. The total cost to
and Santa Clara County Trans- SJSU’s Department of Traffic
Christine Hagion
portation Agency (SCCTA) to and Parking for April was
Support Stafffor Rod Diridon;
institute two later trips from $3,661.52. This amounts to a
Coorchnalor of the Highway 17
SJSU campus in the Spring $183.09 subsidy per day.
Express Expansion Projed.
semester.
Because the service was not pubCorredion
These two trips, a 9:15 p.m. licized much prior to registraand a 10:15 p.m. bus, were tion, many students may not
In
the
May
13 issue, the artirequired because Santa Cruz have known that the service was
cle on the Highway 17 Bus
students attending night classes available and had already either
Express should have stated that
were forced to drive late at night purchased parking permits or
the two late evening buses will
over the very treacherous High- had postponed taking night
not run during the summer but
way 17, increasing the potential classes.
will return for the Fall semester.
for vehicular accidents. The last
Ridership is expected to
The program itself has been
bus departed the campus at 8:00 increase significantly as more
extended through Fall 1994.
p.m. prior to the expansion pro- students are made aware of the
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Editor:
I am writing in response to the recent articles and
letters about homosexuality. I have something I
would like to say to all those who call themselves gay,
all those who are becoming increasingly more
enticed to try out the destructive gay lifestyle, and to
all my fellow students and citizens who comprise the
silent majority keeping their disdain for homosexuality secret for fear of being labeled homophobic.
The term homophobia, by the way, is a gross misrepresentation. Those of us who object to homosexuality are not "irrationally fearful," as the term would
imply. We instead have an abhorrence for the practice and promotion of homosexuality. A clear distinction needs to be made.
I would like to first address homosexuals. I have
listened for a decade as you’ve made your plea for
acceptance, and now it’s time for you to listen to me.
I don’t hate you as people. As a matter of fact, I
respect you as individuals, and I respect your right to
live your life. I do, however, vehemently and passionately hate this deviant, perverted lifestyle choice
you call homosexuality
Some of you would like to have the rest of us
believe that you were born as homosexuals. I don’t
believe that for a minute. You and I both know you
chose this lifestyle.
I will talk research if you want. So far, every socalled scientific study I’ve heard making this preposterous gay-birth claim was conducted by a gay psychologist Obviously a gay researcher would have a
and thus would invalidate
stake in the results
them.
A well-known rule in scientific study is that in
order to maintain validity, the researcher must be
unbiased. I think it’s time you stop lying to yourselves and stop using the tired-out gay birth daim as
a scape goat You, and only you, must take responsibility for the choices you make!
I am not concerned with who or what you have
sex within the privacy of dosed doors. I am, however, very concerned with this "in your face" demand
for public applause, approval and congratulations
for your willingness to satisfy perverted sexual inclinations.
What goes on in people’s bedrooms, no matter
how immoral the acts may be, should stay in the bedroom and not be made into some political platform
to forcefully change the wholesome attitudes of the
rest of society.
I object to homosexuality, and I don’t think
homosexuality has anything whatsoever to offer
humanity... except degrading it beyond all bounds.
We are no better than animals if we give in to every
sexual whim that crosses our minds.
To my fellow students and citizens, I would like to
pose these questions: How does morality evolve? Yesterday, as a nation, for the most part we agreed that
homosexuality was a repulsive and destructive act.
But now as a nation we are rethinking that Does this
mean that tomorrow we will be forced to rethink
incest, and bestiality as well? If society has no standards of decency, can’t anything be rationalized?
The silent majority can no longer afford to be
silent. There is a lot at stake. Think about the confusion we are passing on to future generations. We
need to speak out against homosexuality not out
of hate for homosexuals, but out of respect for them
as humans and in the hope that more of them will
make some better choices in the near future.
Amami Abdi
Senior RTVF

Pornography article
lacked evidence
Editor:
The May 4th front-page article headlined "Online pornography sparks investigation" contained
numerous serious allegations made by various staff
members of the Computer Information Center, yet
the article contained not a single shred of evidence
to back up even one of their assertions. This blatant
disregard for the truth is at best tabloid journalism,
and at worst libelous toward myself and Mr. Tanner.
If your goal was to do potentially irreparable harm to
our professional and personal reputations, then you
have succeeded admirably.
Due to an on-going cnminal investigation involving one or more of the staff members quoted in
your article, lam not at liberty to discuss in any detail
most of the circumstances involving this situation. (It
was for this reason that neither Mr. Tanner nor
myself were able to discuss this matter with your
reporter earlier; a point Mr. Vandiver made to him,
but which he apparently was unable to understand,
or dearly explain in his article.) However, at the risk
of being overly-technical, I can point out the flaws in
Mr. Barret’s article:
The most important fact to note is that the files in
question were copied into a sub-directory of my
account during the normal course of performing my
job duties. A student user had collected them in his
account and I routinely copied them to a secure
location as proof of their existence before asking the
user to reduce his disk usage. (Such proof was only
required because we were not at that time doing
tape backups which obviates the need for on-disk
backups.) Note that the content of the files was irrelevant:it is not our policy to violate any user’s privacy.
The issue was one of disk usage, not pornography."
The listing of files shown to your reporter was one
as the system looked in December, 1993, the last
time the ’updateb’ command was run. Any reasonably competent Unix consultant would have been

See letter on page 4.
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The San Jose State calendar

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-Op Orien-

tation, I:30p.m., Almaden
Room, SLT. Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033.
CHICANO
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE:Weekl

Meeting, 5:30p.m., BC 102.
Call Vanessa W8-5552.
DISABLED STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 3p.m.,

Costanoan Room, SU. Call
297-7393.

ED FOGLIA FOR ASSEMBLY: BBQ, Champagne

Brunch. Call Sarah 415964-7464.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study on

John, 1 I a.m., Montalvo
Room, SU. Amy’s Birthday
Bash & Potluck, 6p.m.,
Campus Interfaith Center.
Call 298-0204.
ARTS
DEPt:
THEATRE
Graduate Choreographic
Works, 7p.m., SPX 219.
Call 924-5041.
THEATRE ARTs:"Web of
Oz", 6:30-9p.m., Studio
Theatre. Can John 9244400.

Costanoan Room, SU. Call
Joe 924-3453.
CLUB LUSITANIA: Meeting,
11:45-12:45p.m., Montalvo
Room, SU.
COUNSELING SERVICES:
WOMEN STUDENTS SUPPORT GROUP: 12-1:30.m.,

Admn. 201. Call Linda or
Gail 924-5910.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SociETY: End of

Semester Picnic, Noon2p.m., Tower Lawn. Call
924-3508.
SJSU W. AFRICAN DRUM
ENSEMBLE:Spring Concert,
Noon- lp.m., S ITAmpitheatre. Can Dr. Hartigan 9244679
SJSU FENCING CLUB:
Meeting and Practice, 710:30p.m., SPX 089. Call
280-6019.
STRIVING BLACK BROTHERS AND StsTERs: Meeting,

6p.m., E.O.P. Tutorial Center. Call Bryan 279-0983.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.
DANCE PROGRAM: Intermediate Class Works,
5 .m., SPX 219. Call 9245041.
SparraCtide e, available to ISL. matron, Link
and staff organizations for free. lieadline is 5
p.m., two days before pubhcation. Forms are
available at the Spartan Daily, DISH 209. limited space may force reducing the number of

Tuesday
AIESEC:
Meeting,5:30p.m.,

runt,.

Deadbeat parents
Reed
face garnished wages
From page I

LOS ANGEI.ES (AP) A
director for policy at Chihli en
California program that uses Now, an advocacy group.
computers to track down deadThe program has been so sucbeat parents and collect child cessful that the Clinton adminissupport is about to go nation- tration is considering including
wide.
it in the president’s welfare
The expanded program will reform package, state officials
authorize collection agencies to said.
garnishee earnings even if the
U.S. census figures indicate
delinquent parent has moved that only one in four women eliout-of-state.
gible for child support receives
"California is still in the back- full payment.
waters of child support," said
California, with $3 billion in
state controller Gray Davis. "But court-ordered child support still
our new program is a model for unpaid, has one of the worst collection records in the country.
the nation."
A news conference to
A major force behind Califorannounce the program was nia’s new rigor is budgetary.
About half of the money collectscheduled for Monday.
The pilot program began five ed has been used to repay the
months ago in the California state for welfare payments made
counties of Los Angeles, Ventu- to parents left indigent by the
ra, Santa Clara, Fresno, Solano delinquent spouse.
One such parent was Valencia
and Nevada
So far, the state has collected Robins. The father of her two
$11.2 million from in-state par- daughters refused to pay child
ents. Officials hope the expand- support. After collection efforts
ed program will collect as much failed, she and the girls, aged 1
as $103 million from 11,600 par- and 4, were forced to live in a
homeless shelter for two months
ents living out-of-state.
Under the program, local dis- and go on welfare.
But the state tax board was
trict attorneys forward difficult
collection cases to the state’s able to locate the father and tap
his bank account for $105,000 in
Franchise Tax Board.
The board, using extensive child support payments. About
computer databases that can $20,000 of that was used to reimtrack virtually anyone with a burse the government for
Social Security number, locate Robin’s welfare payments.
"They changed my life. I
the absent parent and garnishee
don’t have to worry about where
their wages.
"If they use the greater the kids’ next meal will come
resources of the tax system to from," said Robins, 24, who lives
identify where people are, it in Los Angeles. She is now takbecomes much easier to get a ing courses to prepare for nurscollection," said Joseph Liu, ing school.

take bids for the printing even
though it’s funded as an Insu-uctionally Related Activity. The rest
of its money comes from sales.
"We sold more copies last
year than ever in the history of
Reed," Maio said.
One of the attractions of
"Reed" is it chooses the best submissions from both students and
professionals, allowing students
to be published side by side with
proven professional writers.
Maio is a relative newcomer
to "Reed". Retired professor
Robert Sweet, who received the
"Golden Handshake", an early
retirement offer, in Fall ’92, was
the man behind "Reed" for 20
years, according to Maio.

3

I’ve never had a class experience with Reed," Maio said.
’The whole thing was dumped
in my lap (when Sweet retired)."
Maio is confident of the continued future of "Reed" nevertheless.
’They’ve never missed a beat
yet, and as a matter of fact, I
don’t think they will," he said.
"Reed existed before it was a
class. It can still exist now that it’s
not. If we don’t get as much
money, we’ll keep it going but
it’ll be more modest."
For the 50th issue, Maio’s
vision is to make it a "best of"
issue, drawing material from
past issues as well as soliciting
new work from authors through
the Center for Literary Arts.
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Black-white divide remains deep
40 years after desegregation suit

Big changes planned in data
collection at Census Bureau
NEW YORK (AP) The
Census Bureau, stung by questions about the accuracy of its
1990 count, is planning widespread changes in its data collection methods for its next nationwide survey in the year 2000,
The New York Times reported.
The changes are planned to
counter the increasing costs of
counting the nation’s population
and in the face of evidence suggesting that the 1990 census was
in some ways the least accurate
in decades, the Times reported
in Monday editions.
Among the changes planned
for the next once-a-decade census are the scrapping of the longform surveys that have been
used to gather such information
as the number of telephones
found in each household and
household income levels. They

RELAX
HAVE A SAFE SUMMER
from die
( :I \ II Il

would be replaced by extensive
monthly surveys conducted over
an entire decade that would provide a more timely flow of data,
Census officials told the newspaThe bureau is also considering using estimates based on surveys to supplement the actual
counting of the population.
Another idea being considered is to hand out census forms
at post offices and other public
places and let people respond to
them by phone rather than just
mail in an effort to improve the
return rate. The census form
return rate in 1990 was 65 percent, a record low.
The full extent of the changes
have not been determined yet,
the newspaper said. Congress
could also limit what changes
the bureau attempts to make or
order the bureau to leave things
as they are.
The bureau plans to test
many of the ideas during surveys
next year in New Haven, Conn.;
Paterson, NJ.; Oakland, Calif.;
and six rural Louisiana parishes.

STUDENT TRAVEL
1371
4 1 5 - 3 9 1 - 8 4 0 7 STA
TRAVEL
@
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Fully accredited graduate evening program conveniently offered in Cupertino.

MA. in TESL
Teaching English as a Second Language
a one year 30 unit program
Applicants who altrady hold a void MS/SS California Teaching Cre.dential may also be eligible to apply
directly to the California Commission on Teacher Creckntialing for the Cross-Cultural Language and
Development Authorization Certificate (CIAD) upon succesful completion of the program.

TESL Information meeting
Thnisiiiy, May 261994 -: 6i30pan.
MA. in Counseling
with an emphasis in Lift Transitions Counseling
36 unit program may be completed in four semesters (15 months)

LTC information meeting
Monday, June 13, 1994 - 6:30p.m.
USF South Bay Regional Center
20085 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014
or call (408) 255-8106 for more information

Letter

from now until forever.’
SUMMERTON, S.C. (AP)
Clarendon 1 has 1,321 students
Desegregation is a dying dream in
rural Summerton, where blacks and enrolled in primary schools and the
whites are as divided in spirit as they single high school; just 16 are white.
are by the two-lane highway that A state estimate, based on the 1990
census, says as many as 200 addislices through town.
Four decades ago, local black tional white students could be
parents tried to bridge that divide, attending district schools.
But many whites send their chilrisking lives and livelihoods so black
children could attend school with dren to Clarendon Hall, a $1,620-ayear private school founded in 1965.
whites.
Their desegregation lawsuit was No black has ever applied, said prinmerged with three others in the cipal Miles Elliott, great-grandson of
landmark case known as Brown vs. R.W. Elliott.
Other white parents buy properBoard of Education of Topeka. It
was argued before the U.S. ty and register it in their children’s
Supreme Court by NAACP lawyer names to legally send them to
Thurgood Marshall, who would school districts with greater white
himself become a Supreme Court enrollments. State law lets children
attend school any place where propjustice.
The court’s opinion declaring erty listed in their name generates at
unconstitutional the segregation least $300 in annual taxes.
The town’s mayor, Charles Ridgedoctrine of "separate but equal,"
issued May 17, 1954, changed the way, sent one child to Clarendon
law. But it never rocked the balance Hall and two to public school in
of power in this town 50 miles nearby Manning. None of the six
members of the all-white Town
southeast of Columbia
Today the Clarendon 1 school Council sends a child to local public
district has the lowest percentage of schools.
"I’ve seen children that’s graduwhite students and one of the two
worst academic records among ated from Scott’s Branch that
South Carolina’s 91 districts. The couldn’t read and write," the mayor
local population is 75 percent black, told a reporter. "I wanted a better
but black school enrollment is education for my children. There
just weren’t any white ones in the
above 98 percent.
At Scott’s Branch High School, school."
The high school is on the black
which has two white students and
565 black students, junior class pres- side of town in an unincorporated
ident LaTasha Henry speaks bitterly neighborhood called West Summerton that has no city police protecabout her hometown.
"You work together, you can play tion or garbage pickup. The Town
together, but you still can’t go to Council last year refused to annex
school together," said the 17-year- West Summerton, saying taxes and
old LaTasha. "It’s like they keep sewer and water rates would
moving backwards, more and more become too costly.
It’s always been that way, says the
and more."
LaTasha first learned her own mayor, whites living in town and
grandfather, Gilbert Henry, was one blacks living just beyond.
"We get along fine here," Ridgeof the residents who petitioned
against segregation when she way said. "If the news media would
looked closely at a brick-and-stone leave us alone, we’d work out all of
schoolyard memorial with a plaque our problems here. The only time
we have any racial tension is when
of the petitioners’ names.
At home, she learned how Briggs they come in and write these stovs. Elliott assured Summerton s ries."
Summerton’s whites always resist
place in history.
Harry Briggs, the lead plaintiff by change, and the council rejection of
virtue of the alphabet, was a father West Summerton is about discrimiof five who was fired from his job at nation, not money, asserted Joseph
Richburg, who owns a barbershop
a gas station after the case was
’’
argued. RW. Elliott, the defendant, off litainStreet.
"They believe we’ll be running
was chairman of the Clarendon
that would be taking
County Board of Trustees at the the town
down their supremacy," he said.
time.
Summerton’s racial divide is
LaTasha is proud of her family’s
role in Brown vs. Board of Educa- equaled by its economic divide.
In the early 1950s, cotton farmtion, but she is angry and frustrated
over racial inequities Sumrnerton ing was a decent living for many.
But textiles declined, and Floridacan’t shake.
bound tourists who used to pass
"The highway separates us the
blacks are on one side and the through on U.S. 301 began passing
whites are on the other side," she by on Interstate 95. Main Street now
said. "This is how it’s been done, so has two drugstores, a pet shop and a
this is how it’s supposed to be done few antique dealers.

From page 2
able to check the date on the ’find’ data base file before
making such serious allegations. (The ’updateb’ utility
now runs nightly with proper permissions; it had not
been run since December until this incident pointed
out the oversight.)
Several CIC staff members "confirmed" that these
files existed on the system for "two or three years. I started in this position in October, 1993. Furthermore, neither the CIC staff nor anyone else on the system could
ever have seen the actual files, their contents, or their
size because they did not have the appropriate file system permissions needed to do so; anyone who claimed
to have seen them was lying. Their "confirmation" was,
like everything else they alleged, a complete fabrication.
Throughout the article, CIC staff members assert
that the sparta system has a "tendency to crash and
delay student projects," and that this was somehow due
to these files using up all of the available disk space. The
reality is that A) the system is very reliable and has only
occasional problems, as any large, complex computer
will, and B) the user file systems (where users’ files are
stored, as opposed to the system file systems where programs and utilities reside) have never been close to
capacity. They have categorically never caused the
machine to crash; I would be happy to show you the system logs that back this up. Again one wonders at the
level of competence (and the true motives) of anyone
who would make such an obviously incorrect assertion.
For over nine years I have advocated and worked for
more and better computing resources for university students, first at the University of California, Santa Cruz,
and now at San Jose State. Not once has my professional or personal integrity or ethics been questioned. Until
now. I am willing to believe that your reporter, and your
newspaper, were the unwitting pawns of people who are
placing their own selfish interests ahead of the students
they were hired to serve. At the same time, by so doing,
you have through your negligence caused untold damage to my professional career and to my reputation and
standing in the academic community. Mile I would
expect that your journalistic integrity would require you
to attempt to right this injustice, I cannot leave such a
serious matter to chance. Therefore I must demand
that you A) print this letter in its entirety and B) print a
retraction and a public apology from yourself and the
reporter responsible for the article, Mr. Barrett. Furthermore, the retraction should be given the same
space and attention as the original article (i.e., frontpage headline), as per the law regarding such matters.
Since the Spartan Daily ceases publication for the year
this week, I request and expect these demands to be
met in a timely manner.
While I hesitate to give you journalistic advice, perhaps this incident can do some good by serving as alesn
s
as
asinflammatory
Any allegations
for the future.o
those made by the CIC staff should be viewed in the
harshest and most critical of lights. Rarely do people
who make such accusations do for the fine upstanding
reasons they state in public, and if you fail to question
their motives then you are failing to pursue the truth
which, after all, should be at the very heart of responsible journalism.
Tim Garlick
Network Systems Programmer, ISC

Three strikes
used against
Seattle crook
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SEATTLE (AP) A 29-year old man will spend the rest of
his life in prison because he
robbed an espresso stand.
Paul Rivers was convicted of
second-degree robbery Friday
for snatching a bag filled with
$337 from an espresso stand
operator.
The felony conviction places
Rivers under Washington s new
"three strikes, you’re out" law,
which mandates life imprisonment without parole for criminals who have committed three
or more serious felonies.
If not for that law, Rivers
would have faced about four
years in prison.
"Robbing an espresso stand is
not worth your life," said Rivers’
brother, Russell. ’He never hurt
or killed anyone."
Rivers also has convictions for
attempted robbery in 1985, second-degree robbery in 1987 and
second-degree assault in 1990,
prosecutors said.
The victim, Josef Slobodzian,
testified that he was on his way
to the bank Dec. 20 when Rivers
grabbed the bag.
Rivers admitted taking the
money, but said he swiped it
from the stand while Slobodzian
was sweeping up. That would
have made the cnme first-degree
theft, because no force was used.
First-degree theft is not a ‘three
strikes’ crime.
Slobodzian said he had
signed petitions to et the ’three
strikes, you’re out issue on the
ballot.
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Separate but equal not good enough
for woman suing military college
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP)
A separate military college for
women cannot provide an education equal to that offered at
The Citadel, Shannon Faulkner
argues in her lawsuit to become
the first woman to join the corps
of cadets.
"I don’t believe there is any
other substitute," she said in
court papers. "It’s still not The
Citadel."
Ms. Faulltner’s sex discrimination lawsuit against the statesupported college was scheduled
to go to trial today.

at Mary Baldwin College instead of opening VMI to
women.
The Citadel will consider a
similar program if its policy is
ruled unconstitutional.
But college attorney Dawes
Cooke says the admissions policy
is constitutional as part of a state
policy providing South Carolinians a variety of options in higher
education.
Separate but equal isn’t good
enough, Ms. Faulkner said.
"You can’t expect the school
you have just built to have

The trial is expected to last
three weeks.
The Citadel and Virginia
Military Institute are the only
two
state-supported,
allmale military colleges in the
nation. Both are defending
their admission policies in
court.
In VMI’s case, a federal
appeals court ruled that states
can provide single-sex education
as long as they offer equal opportunities for both sexes.
Virginia proposed creating
a women’s leadership program
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You’ll cut down on transportation costs: gas, repairs, etc.
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There will be 9:15 and 10:15 p.m. buses Spring

Convenient Parking

semester.

You’ll meet fun & interesting people on the bus.
(Maybe even Mr./Ms. Right!)
You’ll be doing your part to improve air quality.
You’ll save wear & tear on your car.
You’ll reduce your stress level by letting a professional
driver deal with the jerks on the road.
You can study on the bus. (that’s 10 extra hours a week!)
You don’t have to walk alone to the bus stop. Just
call on any of the blue -light phones on campus to
have an escort walk with you.
Departing Third & San Fernando Streets (near Bank Of America)
single fare: $2.25/day pass: $4.50/ monthly pass: $55 at A.S.
through July: passes sold at the Event Center thereafter.

For schedule information, phone 321-2300.
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Trailer to any lake
Anyone can ride
Discount with this ad
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Whaddya Say To A Guy Who’s Had The Same lob For
SO Years, Has Never Called In Sick Or Showed Up
Late, Never Taken A Vacation Or A Holiday, Never
Asked For A Raise Or Griped About His Bonus And,
Believe It Or Not. Has No Plans For Retirement?
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STOREWIDE ANNIVERSARY SALE

10% OFF
20% OFF

the same overall effect as
The Citadel that has 151
years of backing to it, "she said.
Ms. Faulkner, 19, removed all
references to her sex from her
high school transcripts.
She was accepted at The
Citadel last year, then rejected
when school officials learned she
is a woman.
She sued, and a judge ruled
that she can attend classes, but
not drill with the cadets, while
her suit is heard.
Ms. Faulkner began studying
at The Citadel in January.
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SELL YOUR BOOKS FOR
CASH
at Spartan Bookstore
CUSTOMER SERVICE WINDOW, LOWER LEVEL, STUDENT UNION

May 16-28
WIN! up to $150 in textbooks
from Spartan Bookstore!
/0 prizes will be awarded*
*Awards good for Fall 1994 textbooks only. Schedule confirmation will be required. Non -returning students will
receive a $50 gift certificate good for any merchandise at Spartan Bookstore.

2nd Location
Tent between Sweeney & MacQuarrie Halls
9:00am - 4:00pm
May 19-20,23-25
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Tribe enlists Steven Seagal in fight
against Ward Valley nuclear dump
NEEDLES, Calif. tAP) An
Indian tribe enlisted actor
Steven Seagal in a campaign to
build opposition along the Colorado River to a proposed dump
for low-level nuclear waste in
Ward Valley.
Seagal told a rally organized
by the Fort Mojave Indians on
Saturday that if the waste seeped
into underground aquifers it
could make its way 20 miles east
from Ward Valley to the Colorado River
’That could poison hundreds

of thousands, it not millions of
people," Seagal said. "I ask you
all to light this fight ... because
it’s going to be a long one.
If we stop them from
dumping any toxic or nuclear
waste anywhere near here,
it won’t hurt our grandchildren.
Other speakers told the
crowd of 800 how long the
land had been occupied
by indigenous people and
said they had a duty to protect
it.

LEFT: SJSU locksmith Ray Brooks
stamps serial numbers on a set of
replacement keys
in the lock shop
located near MacQuarie Hall.
Smith
BELOW:
a
for
looks
replacement key in
one of the numerous key cabinets
in the room, which
is one of the most
security-sensitive
places on campus.
Among the hundreds of keys is
the grand master
key which can
open almost every
door on campus.

$1.50
Samuel Adams
16 oz.
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of Bud or Miller
w/purchase of lg. pizza

pizza with any slice
purchased

The keeper
of the keys
Photos by Tim Kao

2 for 1 expresso bar drinks

andiamo
III

pizza & cafe

HAVE A FUN
& SAFE SUMMER

v, 1A. Santa Clara St.
between San Pedro
& Market
109. 2 95.5010
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OPENS MAY 20TH EVERYWHERE

Polls are giving Congress
mixed signs on health care
DANVERS, Mass. (AP)
Congress is confused about public opinion on containing health
care costs, and polls are just
adding to the confusion, a leading analyst told a national convention of pollsters.
Polls show Americans saying,
*One, lower my premiums, two,
cover the uninsured, and lastly,
solve the nation’s cost problem,"
said Robert Blendon of the Harvard School of Public Health.
"And pollsters mix up the last
with the first all the time. They
think slowing national spending
is the same as lowering your
Blue Cross premiums. Not at
all," he said.
Blendon addressed the American Association for Public Opinion Research, which met in suburban Boston through Sunday.
In his speech Thursday and
in a paper presented Saturday.
Blendon and colleagues tried to
cut through the thicket of polls
on health reform. Those polls
can either provide cover or be a
barrier to congressional passage
of some form of President Clinton’s plan.
Many polls have measured
public discontent with the
health care system. But what
Americans are more interested
in is their own health care,
Blendon said.
"In the late ’80s, middle class
Americans became concerned
their insurance was disintegrating cutbacks, limits, pre-exist-

ing conditions, they couldn’t go
to the same doctor, or their kids
covered,"
being
weren’t
Blendon said.
"Close to 40 percent said they
weren’t sure their insurance was
going to be able to pay for a big
bill."
When polls present people
with "the guts of cost containment,"
such
as
raising
deductibles, capping total
spending or limiting the taxdeductibility of health insurance, "between 40 and 50 percent of Americans say ’No, no,
no," Blendon said.
Yet polls show broad support
for the goal of cost containment
in health care, confusing Congress about what people find
acceptable, Blendon said.
He and two colleagues presented a study contending the
public is not learning what it
needs to join the health reform
debate.
"This may give special interests an opportunity to exert disproportionate influence in the
congressional debate," Harvard
researcher Mollyann Brodie
said.
Even among daily newspaper
readers, only one-fourth could
correctly answer four out of five
questions that indicate knowledge of the general issues, said
Harvard researcher John Benson.
"When people want a major
change, they will support any

UNLIMITED TANNING
3 Tans
*$19 95 per
For Only
$10
*$24N Value

month
unlimited
’restrictions apply

Spring Break
2

TanningStudio
29-1-0800

1

Paseo De Son Antonoo
SAN C.ARI.OS

1 10 Pasco 114. Sao %nionio
IM
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policy if you only give them a single choice," Blendon said.
He said most polls have
made that mistake, but a
few have explained all three
major options and shown
increasing support for the
requirement that employers
provide health insurance, as
Clinton proposed.
The other two options are tax
credits for buying health insurance, which is a Republican
approach, and a Canadian-style
single-payer system, which gets
its support mostly from liberal
Democrats.
Just because people support
Clinton’s basic approach does
not mean they’re willing to pay
for it. Polls show real fears not
only about cost but about the
bureaucracy involved, Blendon
said.
Considering how little people
say they know about the details,
they have very fixed opinions, he
said.
In several polls, more people
oppose the plan than favor it,
but more practically, "the country is evenly split with half saying
pass the bill with minor changes
and half saying scrap it and
come back with major alternatives," Blendon said.
"In Washington, the majority
of interest groups want to scrap
the bill, so if public opinion is to
play a role it has to be overwhelmingly favorable. A 50-50
split is no good."

Reach SJSU’s
students
Advertise 1
Cali 924-3270

OM,

JEWISH 6.
JOB HUNTING "
Are you enthusiastic about your
Judaism ? Would you like to pass
your knowle
on to Jewish
chWren?
We’re looking for people just like
you to teach in our religious
school & advise our youth group.
CAL!.: theryl Seidman, Cong.
Shir Hada&
( 408 ) 358-1751
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Sluggers win fmale;
end season at 29-26
Spartan Daily Staff Report
The SJSU baseball concluded their 1994 campaign with a
6.0 win over New Mexico State
University Sunday.
The Spartans (29-26, 9-13
in the Big West) pounded out
15 hits in Sunday’s finale to
salvage one victory in the
three-game series.
Third baseman Gene
Bower, one of 15 seniors playing their final game for SJSU,
finished his career by going 4for-5 with three RBIs to lead
the Spartans at the plate.
Mike Carrigg added three
hits and two RBIs and teammates Angelo Leber, Troy
Jensen and George Chiotellis
added two hits apiece.

ik ,TOS BY J BLACKBURNSPEC1AL TO THE DAILY

SJSU catcher Jen McMillen, left, high-fives her teammates before Saturday’s second game at PAL Stadium, which they lost 5-0.

Spartan softball team splits
doubleheader with LBSU
By Thomas Zino
Spartan Daily Staff Wino

First basewoman Denise Baily swings at a pitch during Saturdays first
game in the doubleheader. The Spartans won the first game 3-0.

The San Jose State softball
team split a doubleheader with
Long Beach State on Saturday
afternoon.
The Spartans (32-37, 11-21 in
the Big West Conference) won
the first game by a score of 3-0,
and lost the second 5-0.
Freshman pitcher Corina Lilly
won the first game for her 14th
win and eighth shutout of the
season. Lilly is now ranked second in shutouts for a single season at SJSU.
Senior Jackie Tawney ended
her final game on Saturday by
going one-for-three with a triple
and a run scored.
Pat Martinez scored one run
and had two hits. Vivian Villa
also had two hits and one run.
The Spartans lost the second
game 5-0 against the 25-ranked
49ers.
49ers’ starting pitcher Stacy
Van Essen (13-15) gave up only
three hits to the Spartans. The
49ers scored two runs in the first

Ace those finals,
and then help
elect Lane.

Good luck
to us all!
Student volunteers
needed now and
after exams for
Dr Richard Lane Dept of Social Science

Phone banks
Precinct work

inning and three in the sixth.
Lilly (14-13) held 49er hitters
to four hits while striking out
four.
Pinch-hitter Jen Vandenberg
contributed to the win by coming off the bench to smack an
RBI-single in the fourth inning.
In the second game, the 49ers
scratched for three runs in the
top of the sixth inning to put the
game out of reach.
Van Essen allowed only three
hits, all singles, to Spartan batters.
Shortstop Linda Lunceford
paced the 49er attack by going
three-for-four, including a triple,
and two runs scored. Lunceford
was four-for-seven in the series.
The games were the last of
the season for both teams.

*

Five Spartan pitchers combined to throw a four-hitter
against the Aggies (21-32, 417). Jeff Garrett (3-4) allowed
three hits in seven-plus
innings to earn the win.
Friday, NMSU’s Jamie
Mendes (10-5) baffled Spartan hitters in route to a complete-game victory. Spartan
left-hander Paul Pavicich (8-6)
took the loss despite striking
out 10 batters in the 3-1 loss.
Saturday’s game featured
another fine pitching performance by Aggie pitcheriason
Rakers. His complete-game
effort led New Mexico State
University to a 4-2 win.
The series concluded the
season for both teams.

Attention

*
San Jose State University Students!
San Jose Live! congratulates you on attending
college to better your lives as well as the communities.
In appreciation of your eff6rts:San Jose Live! is
introducing the.

C.A.N. CARD

(College Appreciation Night)
Every Friday
This special C.A.N. ,Card is available FREE OF
CHARGE to all college students with a valid ID
and who are 21 and over.
By possessing this card you will receive...
iv-No cover charge ’til 10:30 pm
1 Free ’appetizer or 2 Free desserts when
2 entrees are purchased at regular price
$2.00 Admission into Knuckleheads
4,
*
Comedy Club -(10:30 pm show only)
Pick up your C.A.N. Card at San Jose Live!
150 S. 1st St.
4( Downtown San Jose
(408)294-5483
*

We need
a few extras.
June
2-17

For more information:

292-8525

Student Union Extended Hours Foriinals
Wed, May 18

7am - 2am

Thur, May 19

7am - 2am

Fri, May 20

7am - 5pm

Sat, May 21

10am - 5pm

Sun, May 22

Noon - 2am

Mon, May 23

7am - 2am

Tue, May 24

7am - 2am

Wed, May 25

7am - lOpm

Thur, May 26

7am - 5pm

Fri, May 27

7am - 5pm

Sat, May 28

10am - 5pm

Sun, May 29

Closed

The 1994 season at Paramount’s Great
America promises to be full of excitement.
And we’re expecting a packed house for all
these upcoming performances. To gear-up,
were hiring over 250 additional employees
to work Monday through Friday, June
2nd through June 17th. This is your
chance to step into the spotlight as a part.
time member of our All -Star Cast.
On top of earning from $4.75 to $5.00 an
hour, you’ll earn a free pass to the park for
every 20 hours worked!

We’re hiring additional hosts and
hostesses for areas like rides, food
service, games, merchandise, admissions,
and shows. Available hours are 9:1d a.m.
to 5:00 p.m.; 10 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; or
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Apply in person at the Human Resources
Office, 2401 Agnew Road, Santa Clara.
Or you may call our Job Line at 408986 5836. ROE, M/F/D/V.

GRFAT AMERICA

Free coffee after 7pm!
Courtesy of Spartan Shops

*
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DEANNA A HORVATH-SPARTAN DAILY
ABOVE: Cierra Rose Vigil, center, examines Squire, a Bermease python, as her father Tony Vigil and cousin
Brittany Rose Thomas watch during a break in the music.
LEFT: Burke McQuinn, front, Stephanie Bingham, left, and Tara McCullough brought their couch and an Oriental rug to the festival, which was attended by about 4,000 people.

Blues
From page 1

DEANN.A A HORTV.ATH-SPARTAN DAILY

daughter of blues legend John Lee Hooker, came
on stage. Zakiya Hooker is new to the music scene.
She performed for the first time in 1991 at
age 43.
Hooker views herself as an eclectic blues musician. She performs with Oza, her back-up band.
This is her second year at the Fountain Blues Festival, and her stage presence has noticeably
increased during the last year. She does not view
herself as a traditional blues musician.
’There are very few traditional blues musicians.
My father is very traditional. Howling Wolf, Muddy
Waters, those are the traditional blues artists,"
Hooker said.
"I want to get past ’Zakiya Hooker, the daughter
ofJohn Lee Hooker.’ I’ll get there. I’m patient. On
stage, the way I dress, I’m very untraditional. I love
haying fun and being different and entertaining.
’That’s what it’s about."
"She’s really good. She’s one of the main reasons I wanted to come here," said Julie Anderson,
23, who hopes to attend SJSU in the fall.
Hooker says her father has been both a help

and a hindrance to her career.
"It makes people amenable to coming to see
you, but you still have to prove yourself," said
Hooker. "People expect me to be just like my
father. Oh, please ... He’s 70 and I’m 46. He’s a
man and I’m a woman. We’re different people."
When Rogers and the Delta Rhythm Kings took
the stage to a crowd of about 4,000 people, they
turned up the heat.
Rogers’ music is too non-traditional to be considered straight-up blues. Some instrumental solos
are purely innovative and modern. He pulls and
stretches riffs, bending them beyond their natural
rhythms, stretching measures without losing an
ounce of control.
Rogers expands and contorts the blues. His
lightning quick fret work combines with masterful
slide-guitar action. His music pops and swings. The
notes are drawn and deliberate, strong and driven,
but pregnant silences fill the in-betweens.
The Delta Rhythm Kings build and fade, pop
and relax in unison with Rogers in a very tight performance filled with unexpected twists.

STORE YOUR STUFF
FOR FREE*
’FIRST MONTH FREE RENT WITH MINIMUM 2 MONTH RENTALPERIOD.
OFFER GOOD TO NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY ON SELECTED SPACES SUBJECT
TO AVAILABILITY. OFFER EXPIRES 6/1/93

PLEASE MENTION THIS AD
study (stud e). noun. 1. a room in a house used for
reading. verb. 2. the act of reading or paying close
ntion for the purposed of gaining knowledge.
. the belongings acquired over time that serve
diate purpose. 2. objects that seem to merely occupy
hings that should be stored at Safe Place Storage!
(stoo’ka): noun.l. a German two seated dive
ber used successfully during World War Two.

CONVEN I ENT LOCATIONS
Ii
ERIC S HUFFMAN-SPARTAN DAILY
Brenda Roykin, right, and John Firmin, members of the Johny Noctume Band, performed Sunday.

A
-1)

PARTY HEADQUARTERS
Santa Teresa

WO’ WILLOW GLEN
9(X) Lonus Street
Off Lincoln Avenue
Near Highway 280

947-8775

SANTA TERESA
411110
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd.
Bernal Road Exit
Off Highway 101

281-0400

CALL NOW WHILE WE STILL HAVE SPACE AVAILABLE!
OPEN 7 IDA‘PS A WEEK
Office Hours
Monday thru Saturday: 9am to 6pm
Sunday: 9am to 5pm
Gate Hours
Monday thru Saturday: 7am to 7pm
Sunday: 9am to 5pm

FOR SAN JOSE STATE

Responsible
SMART
Choices
= CHOICES
Irmii Ilir 1’1

LIVE 80’S & 90’S ROCK AND DANCING
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
DRINK SPECIALS NIGHTLY

500 BEER
SUNDAY
THRU

AFE

PLACE
STORAGE

THURSDAY
8-10

$1’ DRINKS
AND

DRAFTS
FRI - SAT
8-10

NO COVER SUNDAY, MONDAY & TUESDAY
52 E. SANTA CURA AT SECOND IT. 401292,7464
OPEN $.90 NOWAY 11U FRMAY. BOO SAMMY AND SUNDAY

L

The Daly
Just a phone call away
924-3280

!IR
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World Events

more than 20 years ago that
could provide information on up
to 1,800 Vietnamese soldiers
whose fates remain unknown to
their families. The veterans’
group hopes Vietnamese veterans will reciprocate by digging
into their possessions for information on Americans who are
unaccounted for.
Former world heavyweight
boxing champion Muhammad
Ali and five other Americans on
Sunday finished a weeklong visit
to "build a bridge of friendship"
between the two countries. Al’s
first trip to Vietnam came nearly
30 years after he was convicted of
draft evasion, sentenced to five
years in prison, and stripped of
his title for refusing to fight in
what he said was an unjust war.
The U.S. Supreme Court overturned the conviction.
Contacts between the two
countries are going both ways.

Prince Charles to visit Russia
E(AP) - Prince Charles
will pay tribute to Russia’s
czars - many of whom
were related to the British
monarchy - when he visits St.
Petersburg to promote economic development.
The trip, set to begin today,
will be British royalty’s first vis1t to
the city in 100 years.

Charles will be accompanied
to Russia by representatives of
nearly 200 Western companies,
as well as of British hospitals,
museums and cultural organizations.
They plan to work with city
leaders on boosting economics
and culture in time for St. Petersburg’s 300th anniversary, in 2003.

Classz fled
The SPARTAN ONLY
MIMI no claim for products or
services advertised below net is
View wry Sara/dee Implied. The
Meilled columns of the Spertan
Deny waist or paid advertising
and ofbeIngs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
100% PURE ADRENALINE I I 1111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only s4dNing center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the than thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a s#
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Moe visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll nowl
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)6553225.
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH?
Are you tired of feeling Croke after
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers
students discounted longdistance
service. Easily cut your telephone
costs by more than 30% & save
money. Send $5.00 & SASE for
info packet & start saving now:
Savings Of Consumer Resources
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. Bat 21345, San Jose,
CA 95151.
900 NUMBERS TO RENT.
Low cost %mote you business or
interest. Sharing or test period
passible. (408) 358-3494.

EMPLOYMENT
PART-TIME WAITPERSON
needed evening & weekend shifts
available. Apply in person.
Britannia Arms. 5027 Almaden
Expressway, San Jose.
REP’ - 0’ - MA’ - Ni - A
(noun: state of excitement
induced by working for
San lose Repertory Theatre
subscription team))
We need articulate, dynamic
people to help sell out our
sensational new season!
Pat tine, evening hours, good re/
End free tickets to at of OJ shows.
Call Ruth Immediately
291-2266 est. 286.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is now hiring energetic outgoing
customer service oriented people
for all staff positions. Apply in
person Mon-Thur. between 3-4.
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.

AUTO FOR SALE

ACUFACTS, INC.
Security guards/patrol officers
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(40111) 2845880.
SECURITY. $7.0070 $12.00 /Ifl.
Security / Control Center / EMI’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time or Part-time.
9tes ft Mew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
No experience Necessary.
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply: Barn- 5pm, Mon.- Fri.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
TEACHERS
PRE-SCHOOL/ELEM CHILDCARE
Min. 6 ECE units required.
South Volley Family YMCA
now accepting applications for
creative energetic staff
to join our team.
Also need assistant director.
Cali 226.9622 now.

ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part
time to assist CPA with ongoing
project in Fremont. General
office knowledge helpful.
(510) 256-7930.

WANTED FEMALE house director
4 sorority. Free room/prwate bath
in exchange 4 minimal housing
supervision. 8/94-5/95. Call
Karen Ryan @ 268-2831.

TEACHERS/AM FT/PT pownom
Long & Short Term. We can offer
competitive wages & work w/your
schedule. Start IMMEDIATELY!
ChoiceCare Temps 408.227.7209.

WANTED: PAINTERS 4 SUMMER
Excellent pay + bonuses! Santa
Clara/San Jose must be college
student & have car. Apply now.
408-998-8568.

DELIVERY EVES 59. Hourly + tips.
Many different restaurants. West
Si area. Own car + ins. 369.9401.

EARN GREAT MONEY!
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
408.262-1442.

FOR SALE

ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
employment. Earn up to $15,000.
82 FORD BRONCO 4WD. 4 sp. pa. this summer in canneries, peaces
sors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
equip
All black wired stripe. Tahoe
necessary. Room/board/travel
pad $5400. Jim 4092864776.
often provided! Guaranteed success! (919) 9264398 ext. A181.

BosniaSARAJEVO,
Herzegovina (AP) - Government troops dug in on
a strategic plateau in northeast
Bosnia on Sunday after pushing
out Serb artillery units shelling
Muslim towns below.
A Bosnian army statement,
published in the independent
Sarajevo daily Oslobodenje, said
the advance neutralized Serb
artillery positions used to shell
Tuzla, the largest Muslim-controlled town outside Sarajevo,
and other government strongholds. Tuzla is 50 miles north of
Sarajevo.
The advance also moved Muslim-led government troops closer
to the corridor that links Serb
holdings in Bosnia to Serbia
proper to the east. Much of the
fighting in northeast Bosnia has
focused on the corridor, which
the government is trying to cut
and the Serbs are trying to
expand.
The newspaper said 53 Bosn-

9

ian Serb troops died in the battle
for the plateau, and government
troops captured two Serb tanks,
eight mortars and five cannons.
Morale among Serb troops was at
rock bottom, it said.
"Our soldiers are running
away, but the police are bringing
them back," it quoted a prisonerof-war identified as Goran Cikojevic as saying.
U.N. officials said Bosnian government troops had gained
about four square miles of territory north of Tuzla.
The fighting mocked the most
recent attempts to find a negotiated peace.
Talks in Geneva between U.S.,
Russian and European Union
leaders apparently made little
progress toward resolving the
central question in the two-year
conflict: how to divide Bosnia
between Serbs holding more
than 70 percent of the country
and the new Muslim-Croat federation controlling the rest.

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE fee %wires
for summer, fall semesters. Stop by
office to fill out apps. Mon.- Fri.
between 8am and 5pm.
RETAIL SALES: PART-TIME
positions available. Previous
COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to outdoor experience a plus.
work with DD adults. 6 MO exp. Contact Western Mountaineering
$6./hour. Fremont 5102260505. at 408-984-7611.

STORYBOARD ARTIST FOR FlUVI
COME PARTY IN THE STREETS of project. Want fresh approach. Call
San Francisco with Pleasure Players 415-371-9386, leave message.
at Camivisl 94. May 29th. Dance to
Reggae and Calypso. Costumes and MARKETING COORDINATOR
T-shirts available. For more info call National insurance brokerage
seeks Jr. or Sr. business major
4066360552.
to provide customer service and
followup.
9 - 3, M- F. $7/hr. plus
MODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES.
Local agent seeks fresh talent. incentive plan. N/S. Apply at
Nationwide exposure possible. 1860 S. Bascom Ave, Campbell.
Call 249-9737 or FAX 2461233.
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting
applications for Fall ’94 semester.
LOST & FOUND
HOURS: 7:00 am -9:00 am.
F0UNDI ARMENIA KEY RING DAYS: Monday through Friday.
with 6 keys. Go to DBH 105 or PAY: $5.00/hour. Paid monthly.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
call 924.3240.
Daily to distribution locations on
DOUBLE KEY RING W/13 KEYS campus & recycle old newspapers
found in DBH halfway outside the into the campus recycling bins.
Spartan Daily. Pick them up in Cal. License & DMV printout is
DBH 203 ace!! 9243277 for hfo. required, if hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente! Hall,
Room 203, now through May 27.
1994. For info: call 924-3277 or
VOLUNTEERS
924-3283.
DO‘JC4J LOVE BANES &T000UR57
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is CHILD DEVELOP MAJOR for home
looking for daytime volunteers to preschool, assist w/ activities.
provide childcare for up to 4 hours field tripe. 2 positions, am 8, pm.
a week while their mothers attend Enthusiastic. Start June 13.
Si $5.00/hour. Call Alice 3560895.
counseling sessions in
San Jose. Tue. 10am - 3pm., Wed.
9an- Neon, Thur. 5:30pm . 8pm. PRESCHOOL TEACHERS,
2 full-time, needed for small,
Call Child Watch at 288-6200.
exployer-sponsored child care
center in DT San Jose. Good pay/
B E A FRIEND!
benefits package & opportunity for
Caring and friendly volunteers
growth, Minimum 12 ECE units &
needed to help Individuals
experience working with children
with mental Illness become
required Call Carol Meligan,
independent! Flexible hours!
YWCA, 295-4011,ext 211.
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
psychology, social work, OT,
Currently hiring for various full &
nursing or related fields.
part- time teaching positions for
Call Teresa Jackson at
408526-1288 or 408/287-21321 preschools & school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. ExperiSKIER.
SYNCHRONIZED ACTION
Cross country exercise machine. ence preferred. Substitute posiavailable, flexible schedule
tions
time,
Pro-form Lifestyle 2000. With
Speed & distance monitor. XInt does not interfere with you school
time! Advancement opporstudy
or
cond. Like new. $40. /0.13.0.
tunities available with our 20
Cell 2274145.
throughout the bay
located
schools
OEM ON TAPCOORS1613131ATOR area. Medical/Dental benefits
Selloontelned CO2 system w/beer available for full-time employees.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
catch. Matt 415-941.6882.
discuss ycur interest & availability.
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Muslims one up on Serbs in civil war

US and Vietnam coming closer
ElHANOI, Vietnam (AP)
- Contacts between Americans and Vietnamese are gaining momentum, bringing the
two countries closer together as
their governments move toward
full diplomatic ties.
A high-level U.S. delegation
led by Assistant Secretary of State
Winston Lord is to visit Vietnam
in late June and early July,
sources said Sunday.
The visit is likely to set the
stage for the long-awaited opening of diplomatic missions in
each other’s capitals, leading
eventually to the establishment
of full diplomatic relations.
The visit would be one in a
flurry of diplomatic, economic
and humanitarian missions.
A delegation from the Vietnam Veterans of America is to
arrive in Hanoi Monday. It will
turn over documents and other
material taken from battlefields

Monday. May

AA CRUISE 8 TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big $$$ + travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club membership! Cal (919)929-4398 at C181

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST
Why tip tugers this summer yvten
you oar fro tg cornpanies web us?!!
Work to potect the en/torment yvith
Silicon Valley Tcrias Coalition’s
outreath/ fundraising team.
F.T.-$300/wk salary. P.T.-$8/hr.
Summertime or Lifetime.
Call 21367882
Equal Opportunity Employer.
CLERICAL/PACKAGING Small
software ex. Pert4me/9ex ns Close
to SJSU. Gocd ccmm. skills, curvier
knowledge. Prefer freshman or
sophomore. Call 298-0828.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
8, full-time employment available.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6041.

OPPORTUNITIES
$ HOME - BASED BUSINESS
Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
Cash in on this money making
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as $50,000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRYI Please send $5.00,
for an informational packet, to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose, CA 951570325.

TERRIFIC 2 BDRM./2 BATH APT.
near Hamilton & 17. Need male to
share, Your own private room 8,
bath. Pool, weight room, covered
parkin,. $435./mo. Pail 3742909.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES LOOKING
for a third. 1 blk from campus.
Large 3 br./2 ba. Pool, AC. parking.
$310.00. Call Christy at 279-8630.

RENTAL HOUSING

RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
summer! Summer management
internships available with
Painting.
Works
Student
For info call 1-800-295-9675.
ALASKA SUP11101111.1PLOYMENT.
Earn up to $iitooa+ in two months.
Room & board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext.
A6041.
FEMALES MODELS for Silicon
Valley posters/postcards. Contact
Silicon Valley
Joe Anthony
Scenes (408) 247.8779.
8750/WK. ALASKA FISHERIES
this summer. Maritime Services
14084600219.
WORK IN THE WOLIN Tour guide,
dude ranch, instructor, lifeguard,
trail maintenance, hotel staff, firefighter & volunteer & government
positions available at national
perks Ecellent benefits +Cactuses!
Over 25.000 openings! Apply now
for best positions. For more info.
Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N6041.

STUDIO R:1R1..VAth sleeping loft.
fib pets. $490./mo incl. i,Ijl + $300
sec. dep. Parking. Call 259-7040.
2 Bedroom Apartnient $7150/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. iit.ge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! I. blk from
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.

780 S. 111h STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrm./2 ba. $745. -$795. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
ROOMMATES
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
MALE WANTED TO SHARE 2 TV. Ample parking, Call 288-9157.
bdrm./1 bath, with 2 SJSU male
students. $300./month + 1/3
SERVICES
utilities. Call David 924-8613.

LOS GATOS: Mellow lesbian roommate wanted. Walk to downtown.
Gardening space. Excellent neighborhood. Equal sharing of house.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Child O.K. No drugs, smoking,
Many positions. Great benefits. alcohol $450. 0.4 K.J., 3950116.
Call 1-8004364365 ext. P-3310.

Calmat advertisements in
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addresses lot additional
information. Classified
readers should be remind.
ed that, when Insidng
these tardier contacts,
they should require corn
pieta inlommtion before
sending money for goods
or services. MI addition,
readers should carefully
investigate flans offering
employment
listings or coupons for
diecomit vacations or
merchandise.

LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZADI LAW OFRCES
111 N. Market St. #306, SenJose
Tel: 408-971.3661.

GREAT LOCATION, SEWED across
from campus, non-smoking female
Are 1 -Ag 14. $450. 292-7715.

FREE SERVICES to currently
enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
offers job listings, job search
assistance, job fairs, career
counseling, interest testing,
career workshops, and career
/employer info. Register for the
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
or call 924-6033 for details.
AFFORDABLE
LEGAL
CLINIC
Attorneys & paralegals
Immigration
Divorce
Traffic Problems
Personal Injury
Bankruptcy
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drhers
"Good Rates for Nch-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multicar
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATiON
WRITING HELP. Professional
Also
open
Saturdays 9-2.
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick, ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet SW, Motorcycle,
510-6011554.- VISA/MASTERBoat, Home owners Insurance.
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
"Alumni" serving "Students...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
w/B.A. and 15 years experience DUI? Accidents? Suspended Uc?
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
is now accepting students wishing
to excel at guitar or bass. All Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
levels and styles apply. Beginning.
Intermediate, and advanced in
TRAVEL
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
WHERE
DO
YOU WANT TO GO?
408.2986124.
Hawaii. Mexico. Europe?
Call for low air fares.
Great low prices for cruises tool
HEALTH/BEAUTY
Make your vacation plans now.
Call Arlene 406,997-3647.
PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
a
healthy
gift
Give yourself
CATCH A JET!
you can afford. 1 hr session
Europe $269.
825.0011
New York $129.
Swedish or sports massage.
Call for program descnptionl
House calls also. Call Paul at
AIRHITCH 8 1-800.397-1098.
736-0929.
MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest - Lip - Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 30,
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your Mel probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
50KDI5COUNT1
Permanent Cosmetics IN Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expres June 1st, 1994.
4083743500
Hair Today Gone TOMOITCNI
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

APARTMENT- 7th & Reed. 2 br.
1 ba. Free cable TV, parking. Vat
6/1. $650/mo. lease. 268-0439. RESUME AND INTERVIEW
services and consultation from
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! a member of the business
Be the first to occupy these and employment community.
newly upgraded units. Studios, Starting at $50. Rob Gelphman
one and two bedrooms from Associates, 461.8420.
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about WRITING. RESEARCH, EDITING,
move in bonus. $400. dep. all subjects. Versatile, expert
No pets. 55 South 6th St. service. Fast turnaround. Free FAX
delivery. 806777.7901.
408-292-5174.

INSURANCE

CHIROPRACTIC INTERN
looking for patients for college
clinic. Sliding scale fee.
Lee Oliva: 248-3188.
STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year
old offers healthy, full body
Physical Therapy Massage.
Minorities encouraged too.
Myself. Honest & nice appearance.
Page 552-0885 for callback
from Robert.

REAL CHEAP TRAVEL!
Discount air tickets to Europe
arid the Orient. Special London
summer fare $498. R/T.
Buy now for the summer season.
Special student fares. Call now!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1-800-690-9030.

EXPERIENCED Word Proorresot.
Retired secret( ry. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes, term
papers, theses, etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Nortary Public. Appointment
necessary. Call Anne at
972-4992.
HAW/ARDFRIEMONTLIMON CITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
20 YRS PROFESSIONAL Orpedenee.
Typing & transcnption for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408)369-8614.
CALL111ARCIA 2869448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Prclects/Term Papers.
APA Unable MLA
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
Intensetlonsl Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!
HATE TO TYPEI
.1
If this got your attention. grve you
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie 4450707.

WORD PROCESSING WORD PROCESSING/TYPING 15
yrs exp. SJ. Cmpbt. Alm & S Clara,
WORD PROC: term papers 8, areas. Reasonable rates. HP Laser
theses. Resumes by former job pinta. term pacers. resumes. letters.
traraptcn. Poach & de. cal Mat"
recruiter. Very reas. 445-9678.
aro Ban. 4082810418. leae msg.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
SCHOLARSHIPS
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters "Applications
available for your
BILLIONS
*Rearms "Tape transcription. etc SS
Nasing/Math/Scence/English. educate,. all students qualify!
Laser printer. Days & evenings. Free message r800) 666-GRAD.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
PROFESSIONAL Weed Processing. The private sector wants to fund
Theses, term papers, group your education! Baons of SS in
projects, resumes, letters, etc. corporate financial aid goes
All formats, especially APA. unclaimed each year. Why?
Experienced, dependable, quick People don’t know where or how
return. Transcriptions available. to apply for it. Learn how to tap
Almaden / Branham area. into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408-236.3747
Call Linda (408)264-4504.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul erVirginia 406.251-0449

$S MONEY FOR COLLEGE $S
$135 rir, won unc:amed!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toil Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210

DAILY CLASSIFIED---ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hem.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

DEMEJFIOOFEEDEDOOMMOOMEMMO
DEOFOOMODOMOODOOMMEMOOLIOCI
ODOMMELIHEMOODOOMODOODEIOODO
111OCIEDOOMMODOODOCCOODOCIOMME
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two Three
One
Dews
Days
Day
$9
3 lines
$10
4 Woes
$11
5 News
$12
6 Wow
$1 for each additional line

Nine

Five Address
DaYs
Zio code
$13 Coy State
$14
r,one
$15
$16
Send check or money order la
partan Daily Classifieds
After the filth day, rate Increases by $t per day. Sin Joss State Unirineft
charge
extra
no
in
bold
for
First line (25 spaces) set
Son Jose, CA 95192-014a
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for 53 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Roan 209
Deadline 10 CO a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
II All ads ate prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lineS: $70. ’ 10-14 lines $90.
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 fineS: $110.
QUESTIONS? CALL (40)881.3277
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check /
one classification:
_Announcements
Events
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
_Lost and Found
_Volunteers
_For Sale
__Autos For Sale
_Electronic Equip.
_Wanted
_Erriptyment

_Oceatunities

_Rental HOusing
Roommates
_Rea Estate
_Services

_Heath/Beauty
_Ride Snare
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Trawsi
_Tutoring
_Word Processing
_Scholarship Sen,
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Students: White enrollment decreasing
rom page I
"In general tel ins, our efforts
in educational equity have
improved minority groups on
campus. We work with commuitity colleges and high schools to
prepare students for their college futures," Chambers said.
Educational equity is a plan
developed by the Commission
for the ’Review of the Master Plan
for Higher Education. "[he cornt nission stated that educational
equity must be a principal element in every aspect of instituii alai operation.
It also slates governing boards
twist lit )Id faculty admiiiistrators
’tunable for equity. They can
,10 this by ensuring diversification of the undeigraduate students.
Lou said SJSU’s recruitment
olan is simple.
"We are not color-specific. We
target students with low incomes
that air underrepresented in the
Mr districts," said Lou.
He explained a high percentage of low income kids happen
to be minorities. He also said
sJSU utilizes two programs
+ecifically designed for recruitt,..4. students.
.SJSU features programs
hansed on getting grade school
kids interested in college. The
Upward Bound Program is
directed by Priscilla Chacon and
. a tors students in grades 9-12.
Her program tutored 90 stulents this academic year, giving
hem Saturday classes, aftercliool help and various work hops. Twenty-four seniors are
expected to graduate this year.
In order for students to qualify for this program, two-thirds of
them must be from low-income
families and be first-generation
minorities. The other one-third
must only fall under one of the
two t equ ireme

Lou said the programs are
very successful for minorities.
However, the programs aren’t
affecting white youth.
"The number of white students attending school from K12 is going down statewide," said
Lou.
Jo McCord of the Santa Clara
County School District said the
number of white students in K12 have become a minority. As of
Fall 1993, white students in the
District made up only 40 percent.
DeAnza Junior College in
Cupertino has also seen a drop
in the number of white students.
In 1990, DeAnza’s enrollment
was 59.36 percent white. During
Fall 1993, the figure had
dropped to only 49.26 percent.
Meanwhile, the minority enrollment jumped from 40.64 to
50.74 percent during the same
period. DeAnza has an enrollment of 23,888 students.
Chambers said SJSU recruits
students from four districts:
Santa Clara, San Benito, Santa
Cruz and Monterey Counties.
SJSU also keeps contacts with the
transfer directors at each community college in those areas.
One reason white enrollment
has dropped is because total
enrollment has dropped for all
of SJSU. Chico State has experienced a 12-percent drop in
enrollment in the past four years
while Fresno State had a 10-percent drop in the past three years.
According to Donald Ryan,
director of financial aid, 29 percent of aid recipients in 19921993 were white, with 62 percent
being minority.
Ryan said at the time financial
aid is determined, the ethnicity
of the applicants is not known.
Ryan said that historically,
minorities have been low-income
students and because they are

’The Crow’ soars on premiere weekend

state because there is a lot of
paranoia about classes being cut
and fees being increased in California.
Chambers said the budget in
California has affected future
students’ desire to want to come
to California. He said that students have become concerned
about the quality of education at
CSUs.
Chambers said there needs to
be more effort made to have students mark their identity. As of
this spring, 11.2 percent of the
was
student
population
unknown. Junior English major
Mike Chulada said he always
marks unknown.
"I don’t think it matters. I’m
not white. I’m Irish. If there was
a box for Irish, I’d probably
check that," Chulada said.
Lou said the term "white" is a
disservice to the enrollment data.
He also said people who are
Euro-Americans can be a mix of
many different races but the
term "white" is too vague to
describe them.
"Students with multi-racial
backgrounds don’t want to be
categorized. A student with one
Hispanic parent and one Asian
parent might not know which
category to choose," said Lou.
He said Asians are categorized
as being either Japanese, VietPacific
namese,
Eskimo,
Islanders, Chinese, etc., while a
person who is Irish/German will
simply be classified as white.
SJSU students who are classified as white are now minorities.
The trend seems to be that CSU
schools, community colleges,
and elementary schools are
changing their demographics. As
the population becomes more
diverse, so do the schools. The
schools however, seem to be
changing faster than the community.

now a majority, they make up the
majority of students receiving
aid. The ethnicity of the remaining nine percent of students is
unknown.
This brings up another possible explanation for the decrease
in white student enrollment The
number of "unknown" students
has increased 21 percent in the
past four years. More white students may be marking unknown
when filling out their applications
The statistics reflecting the
change in ethnic diversity at
SJSU do not match statistics gathered by the 1990 California Census Bureau. According to the
census, 62 percent of San Jose
city residents are white. The census also indicated that 58 percent
of people living in Santa Clara
County are white. Despite the
majority of white people living in
the surrounding community,
they have become a minority at
SJSU.
As of Spring 1994, only 43
percent of SJSU was comprised
of white students and 45 percent
was the total minority enrollment This means minorities are
overrepresented at SJSU when
compared to the local population.
According to admissions and
records officials at Arizona and
Oregon State Universities, the
largest number of out-of-state,
first-time freshmen for Fall 1993
were from California. The cost of
going to out-of-state colleges is in
no way cheaper than staying in
California. The cost of one
semester at Arizona State as a
non-resident is $3,717, as
opposed to only $914 for residents. The cost of tuition as a
non-resident at Oregon State
University is over $3,000.
According to Chambers, some
students may be going out of
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
"The Crow," starring the late
Brandon Lee, was the box
office leader in its debut weekend, earning $11.7 million,
industry sources estimated Sunday.

Lee, the son of the late martial arts star Bruce Lee, was accidentally killed by a prop gun on
the set of the film last March. In
the movie, he plays a
vengeance-seeking murder victim who rises from the dead.
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Sioux custody case pits tradition against upbringing

Ii,
*c’s

PIKEVII LE, Ky. (Al’) Kayla
Amer ican Horse’s hopes seem
simple enough: to stay in Kentucky, play basketball, join the
cheer leaders and serve on the
..itety patrol.
But her future is anything but
imple.
Eleven-year-old Ku la is at the
enter of an in crea,,itigly bitter
risrcxly fight that pit.: I .oni Rye,
the Kentucky woman who raised
itrr frr rm the age of S months,
a. Linst the Standing Lick Sioux
I ibe.
the tribe claims qayla as a
!ember and argues that she
,elongs with her people. Too
toany children, the Sioux say, are
tdopted off the reservations.
"[he bottom line is Indian
hildren are the lifeblood of
It dian tribes as a population
f use diminishes due to these
uses.* said Steve Moore, a senior
.taff attoi !ley with the Native
\ merican Rights Fund of Boul:olo. "The very vitality of
.1..tue threatened."
\ II Kayla wants is to be a kid.
"I’m scared," Kayla whispered.
1 is ;sh this would he over.
It is
Th( .1.01 Boyd Coun. ()mid Hagerin nit

man awarded custody to Loni tribe had no reason to be conRye last month, the tribe filed an cerned about Kayla until Octoappeal earlier this month.
ber, when Rye and her husband
Rye says when she first filed for divorce. He feared that
saw Kayla on the reservation without Weasel, Kayla would
in 1984, the girl was clothed have no tribal influence in her
in nothing but a filthy life.
Rye said that was absurd.
T-shirt. Kayla’s mother, now
She said she took Kayla and
known as Effie Iron Road,
was an alcoholic and ad- her other two children, who also
mitted she couldn’t care for are on the tribe’s rolls, to powwows and other cultural events.
Kayla.
The mother signed custody of Rye, who is of Cherokee and
Kayla over to Rye and her ex-hus- Choctaw descent, has also given
band, Kim Weasel, who is Kayla’s the children books about their
uncle and a member of the heritage.
"I love the Sioux people," she
tribe.
A tribal judge later appointed said. "They’re wonderful peothem legal guardians, although ple."
Still, the custody fight has gotretaining wardship.
But in the intervening years, ten ugly.
In arguing that the case not
Rye said, the tribe showed no
interest in Kayla. When she be transferred to the reservation,
asked for financial assistance Johnson described "deplorable"
three years ago to have a hole in conditions in some Sioux foster
Kayla’s heart repaired, the tribe homes. And Swallow cited a petirefused.
tion circulated in the Ashland
"It just seems to me to be kind area that accused the tribe of
of a self-serving proposition," wanting Kayla merely for "a govsaid Gurney Johnson, Rye’s attor- ernment check and for breeding
ney. "Now the child’s well and purposes."
happy, ’so we want her back.
Swallow argued that Kayla was
Standing Rock Chief Tribal still a ward of the tribe, and that
Judge Mike Swallow said the the case should have been trans-

ferred to the reservation, which
straddles the North DakotaSouth Dakota border. But Hagerman maintained jurisdiction
because Kayla and most of the
witnesses in the case live in Kentucky.
While not discounting the
bond between Rye and Kayla,
Moore said there are "competing factors that come into play"
in Indian custody battles.
Toby Grossman, senior staff
attorney for the American Indian Law Center in Albuquerque,
N.M., said there are several hundred cases pending each year.

RELAX
Have A Drug Free and
Responsible Summer!
PEP Center (Prevention Education Program) 924-5945

Catch the World with
GRUF1DIG
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HAWAII
ON SALE

Packages to all islands
,r4Pprl.,in,c;II.I di pnc

CUPERIINO
TRAVEL
(408) zss-6900

OPEN DAILY
11 30 - 9:00pm

F
JOSEPHINE’S
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Word I focaaanrs
Data Entry

1731 Technology DnveSuite 670
San Jose, ra 95110-1326
(408) 441-9941
Fax (408) 441-9949
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or 998-9427

Specials:
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Won Ton

1 0% off .,..e

:
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I
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Won Ton Noodle Soup

NEW TUNG KEE

12(<

Traveller II

Combination Crispy I
Fried Noodles
Chow Fun

lUce Stick

Soup

1

Yacht Boy 235

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

DBE/MWBE
emporary and Permanent Placement

fOlor

131 E. Jackson Street

PERSONNEL SERVICES, INC.

,

Yacht Boy 400

CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine in
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

ht Boy 206

262 East Santa Clara St.
289-8688
from 540 AM to SAO PM
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To hear the News Faster,
You’d [have to be There.

Available at Spartan Book Store

